
What will you do with your life?
Each and every one of us is given a life. There was no toll for us to get into this
world. We came into this life without any effort of our own. This life that we have
is a great gift -- perhaps the greatest gift we will ever gain. So...are we investing
and improving this great gift, or are we squandering our resources, never living
up to our own potential?

If you were running a business, you'd likely come up with a master plan. You'd
know what kind of product you were selling. You'd know who your customers
were. You'd likely know which customers gave you the best return for your
efforts.

You'd juggle your resources, allocating your funds in the best areas for a solid
return. You'd choose to market your business frequently and well.

That's all well and good for a business -- but as we discussed earlier this year in
"Me, Inc.," we rarely think about ourselves as a business.

If you were investing money in the stock market, you'd likely go to great pains
picking which companies offered you the best return. You'd follow analyst
suggestions, listen to people more experienced in the market than yourself, and
watch the current worth of your stock with eagle-eye precision.

If you were buying real estate, you'd keep an ear close to the ground to follow
trends in your community. You'd fix up your properties, find the best people to
have as your leaseholders, and maximize your investments and return.

It's obvious that in ordinary investing, we would follow these paths. It just makes
sense.

So why don't we invest in ourselves? Why do we squander this life that we have?
Why do we waste it on TV and romance novels when we could be investing our
time and efforts on making ourselves, and the world around us, better?
Why don't we constantly fix ourselves up? Why don't we identify trends to follow
with our lives? Why don't we listen to people more experienced than ourselves?
Why don't we choose courses of action that offer the most return in our lives?

Each and every one of us has a chance to do something great with our life.
We have a chance to make ourselves and the world around us better, but will we
ever take that chance?
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While we're on this "investment" analogy, certainly, if we are ever going to
adequately address the possibilities in our lives, we have to start by determining
our assets.

Like a business, we should take a moment, pull out a piece of paper (or sit down
at a computer screen) and list our personal assets and liabilities. More than just
monetary assets and liabilities, we need to list the items we have to offer, the
areas where we can develop our talents, and the possibilities we have to grow.

Additionally, each and every one of us should have a personal idea of some non-
monetary way we can make life better for ourselves, our family, and our
community.  It's all right if we start small -- but we've got to start.

For community action, it might be something as small as reading schoolbooks
into a tape recorder for the blind. It could be taking a bit of time to clean up the
park.

One of my long-time neighbors, a former florist, volunteers his time to plant
flowers in his community. The community has a bit more beauty and color
because of his efforts.

Another person I know volunteers to teach reading to the illiterate. Still more
volunteer in church. A church group I am familiar with is making quilts to give to
children at the battered-family shelter.

It doesn't take a lot to make a difference in this world. It also doesn't take much of
a movement to make a mighty change in your life and your outlook.

Each one of us should determine a plan of action to make ourselves better. We
should actively work to increase our training, beef up our skill set, address the
concerns of our customers, our families, and ourselves. We need to make certain
we are becoming the person we wish to become.

We need to be better at marketing ourselves, like we would a business. We
should decide what our weaknesses are, and actively work to lessen each of our
liabilities.

What are you going to do with your life?  Anything you want.
So -- what do you want?
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